
The purpose of the campaign is to evoke a consumer 
confidence that compels consumers to bypass the 
paperback book for the Tablet PC e-book, while 
also encourage pen-based writing on the Tablet PC 
over paper-based writing during class, meetings or 
events. By promoting the idea that Microsoft under-
stands that consumers have unique writing styles 
and habits and different screen resolution and layout 
preferences, Tablet PC can be viewed as software 
that understands the flexibility and specificity of 
consumer note-taking and book reading. Tablet PC 
is a very form fitting software that allows consumers 
to manipulate portable computer handwriting and 
reading standards to their own personal interests 
and schedules.

Objective and PurposeBackground Overview
Microsoft is launching a next-generation concept 
integrating handwriting and book viewing with the 
benefits of a portable computer known as the Tablet 
PC. Currently, the company needs a strong marketing 
campaign that will position the Tablet PC as a radical 
breakthrough in portable computer technology,  
allowing consumers to feel immersed in their read-
ing, confident about handwriting notes with their 
Tablet PC and comfortable with using their Tablet PC 
for everything at anytime. Although technological 
breakthroughs have allowed for faster computers, 
longer battery lives, better display performance, 
wireless access and greater memory capacity, book 
readability and pen-based writing has presented 
themselves as huge hurdles.

Audience
There will be two target audiences: students and 
large corporate businesses. The emphasis on note 
taking and handwriting used in lecture class is a 
prime example as to why Tablet PC would benefit 
students’ day-to-day life and school planning. With 
all papers and some exams and homework going 
digital, the Tablet PC’s note taking capabilities can 
help streamline students’ schoolwork and personal 
planning. Additionally, with the cost of textbooks  
rising, the Tablet PC can be a digital textbook  
option if textbooks are available. With large  
corporate businesses, Tablet PC can encourage  
greater communication between peers during 
meetings and presentations as handwriting can be 
presented or altered digitally. Additionally, notes can 
be faster processed and e-mailed to other business 
partners. Eventually, the home environment would 
be a future target as students and businesses  
combine work at the workplace and at home.

Single Most Important Thing
The consumer is a busy person with no room to carry 
a large, clunky device. For the most part, he or  
she is less likely to adapt to a digital form of  
handwriting and book reading because of the  
following two issues: readability and handwriting 
illegibility. Some are still attached to their standard 
PCs for the style flexibility and readability provided 
in word processing software, while some love the 
tangibility of paper for easier viewing and  
manageability with note taking and book reading. 
Additionally, many people also do not like reading 
computer screens for long periods of time, while 
some see handwriting as an easier way to recognize 
what needs to be said and what was said in the past.
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